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Interparticle forces in granular materials are intimately linked to mechanical properties and are known to
self-organize into heterogeneous structures, or force chains, under external load. Despite progress in
understanding the statistics and spatial distribution of interparticle forces in recent decades, a systematic
method for measuring forces in opaque, three-dimensional (3D), frictional, stiff granular media has yet to
emerge. In this Letter, we present results from an experiment that combines 3D x-ray diffraction, x-ray
tomography, and a numerical force inference technique to quantify interparticle forces and their
heterogeneity in an assembly of quartz grains undergoing a one-dimensional compression cycle. Forces
exhibit an exponential decay above the mean and partition into strong and weak networks. We find a
surprising inverse relationship between macroscopic load and the heterogeneity of interparticle forces,
despite the clear emergence of two force chains that span the system.
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Numerous studies have examined the heterogeneity,
anisotropy, and statistics of interparticle forces in granular
materials. Interparticle forces are known to self-organize
into structures called force chains [1], exhibit a roughly
exponential decay above their mean [1], and demonstrate
complex spatiotemporal fluctuations under external load
[2,3]. Understanding these phenomena is crucial for an
accurate multiscale picture of granular media from which
accurate models can be built.
Discrete element modeling has permitted in-depth study
of interparticle forces in granular media composed of
spherical and aspherical frictional particles. Experiments
to extract interparticle forces—required for validating,
augmenting, and calibrating simulations—have been
restricted to idealized particles. For instance, a large number
of experiments have examined force transmission through
two-dimensional (2D) photoelastic [1–3] and rubber disks
[4]. Recent work has employed x-ray microtomography
and refractive index tomography to study interparticle
forces in frictionless three-dimensional (3D) hydrogels
and rubber spheres [5,6]. While more realistic, stiff sand
grains have been examined in experiments, studies have
been limited to quantifying grain strains [7–9], mapping
in situ 3D grain motion [10], and examining rapid com-
munition during compaction [11]. No experiments have yet
inferred forces in 3D, frictional, stiff granular materials like
the sands and grains found throughout nature and industry.
Such stiff materials may behave differently than the
compliant materials studied previously [5,6].
Here, we present experimental results providing the first
known measurements of interparticle forces in a 3D, fric-
tional, stiff granular material. We leverage recent advances
in 3D x-ray diffraction (3DXRD) and tomography [9,12] to
measure the in situ evolution of tensor grain strains aswell as
the 3D structure of 77 quartz grains during a confined
uniaxial compression cycle. We solve an inverse problem
[4,13,14] to determine interparticle force vectors that best
match these measurements. The statistics and heterogeneity
of the resulting forces are compared with past work and a
surprising inverse relationship is found between force
heterogeneity and macroscopic load.
Experiment.—The granular medium studied was com-
posed of 77 nearly spherical single-crystal quartz grains
with diameters ranging from 220 to 310 μm [Fig. 1(b)].
The grains formed a sample 1.5 mm tall by 1.5 mm
diameter that was placed in a uniaxial loading device in
beam line ID11 at the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility (ESRF), as shown in Fig. 1(a). The sample was
loaded with an upward-acting piston while displacement
and load were measured with a displacement transducer
and top-mounted load cell. At load increments of approx-
imately 5 N, strain was held constant for 70 minutes while
3DXRD and tomography scans were made. Scans were
performed with the sample fully illuminated by a mono-
chromatic beam of energy 41.9 keV. Force relaxation on the
order of 2–4 N occurred quickly after the loading was
stopped for each scan and was quickly recovered upon
reloading. An x-ray detector obtained 2D diffraction
patterns [Fig. 1(c)] from the sample as it was rotated
180° in increments of 0.25°. Another detector obtained 2D
transmission data for tomographic reconstruction as the
sample was rotated 180° in increments of 0.1°.
Data analysis: diffraction.—Unit cell parameters were
determined for each quartz grain at each load step by
indexing, tracking, and fitting diffraction spots [12].
Reference unit cell parameters were determined from the
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initial unloaded diffraction measurements. Average strain
tensors for each grain, ϵα, were computed at each load step
by comparing unit cell parameters to their reference values
[9,12]. Resulting strain tensors have a per-grain resolution
on the order of 10−4 [12]. Average grain stress tensors, σα,
were calculated using the nominal anisotropic elastic
constants of cultured monocrystal α quartz [15]. The stress
tensors were rotated to the sample coordinate frame and
sample stress was calculated using σT¼ð1=VTÞ
P
77
α¼1Vασα,
where VT is the total volume in the quartz cylinder and Vα
is the volume occupied by each grain, obtained from the
reconstructed tomographic images (see below). The vertical
component of the total stress was multiplied by the area of
the loading piston to obtain the dashed curve in Fig. 1(d).
To compute the error bars, we calculated σT 50 times for
each load step. In each computation, strain tensor compo-
nents for each grain were given an artificial error of η10−4,
where η is a different constant drawn from a standard
normal distribution. Error bars represent the standard
deviation of these 50 calculations. Because of friction
between the load piston and quartz cylinder, load values
from the load cell exceed those inferred from the diffraction
data. Load cell values presented in Fig. 1(d) are therefore
multiplied by 0.4 for a convenient comparison to the
trends observed in the diffraction data. Agreement in trend
between load cell and grain stress calculations is remark-
able and confirms the overall accuracy of our strain
measurements.
Data analysis: tomography.—3D tomographic images
were reconstructed for each load step from x-ray transmission
data using the ASTRA toolbox [16]. The 3D images have a
resolution of ð1.4 μmÞ3 per voxel. Algorithms including
binarization and topological watershed were used in
Matlab® to segment the grains from the images and determine
grain volumes, grain centroids, and all contact locations and
orientations. Contact candidates were identified in the seg-
mented images as those voxels whose immediate neighbors
contained two distinct grain or boundary IDs. A minimum of
10voxelswas required for a contact candidate tobe considered
a true contact. However, the choice of this threshold had little
effect on the force inference results described below.
Because of the compliance of the loading system,
displacements reported by the displacement transducer
consistently exceed those computed from tomographic
images. These images were therefore used to obtain true
sample displacements in Fig. 1(d).
Data analysis: force inference.—Interparticle forces were
obtained using the multiobjective optimization algorithm
discussed in [14] with an assumed grain-grain and grain-
boundary friction coefficient of 0.7, consistent with experi-
ments [17]. In particular, we found force vectors at all
contacts in the system thatminimize the sumof twoobjective
functions: one objective function containing equilibrium
equations for each grain α and another containing a relation-
ship between forces and the average stress tensor, σα, for
each grain obtained from 3DXRD. We also used constraints
in the optimization algorithm to enforce noncohesive forces
and Coulomb friction at each contact. See Supplemental
Material [18] and Refs. [4,14] for details on these objective
functions and the optimization procedure. The multiobjec-
tive optimization problem was solved in Matlab® using the
CVX toolbox [19]. The force inference puts no restriction on
grain shapes and makes no assumption of contact law.
Contacts and stiffness.—Figure 2(b) shows the total
number of contacts, including grain-grain and grain-
boundary contacts, extracted from the reconstructed tomo-
graphic images at each load step. Figure 2(c) shows the
macroscopic stiffness of the assembly obtained by taking
the numerical derivative of the load cell data. Stiffness was
not computed for steps 11, 16, and 21 due to device issues.
Both the number of contacts and the macroscopic stiffness
increase during loading until step 10. The number of
contacts then decreases until shortly after the peak load
while the macroscopic stiffness plateaus and finally reaches
a maximum over the same interval. During unloading, the
number of contacts decreases slightly before increasing
again during reloading. It is interesting, but unknown why,
the load steps corresponding to maximum and minimum
contact number are offset from those corresponding to
maximum and minimum load. This result is fairly insensi-
tive to the voxel threshold used to identify contacts and may
be closely related to the particular contact network of the
sample. Macroscopic stiffness follows an expected trend,
FIG. 1. Experiment setup. (a) Configuration of the specimen
and equipment. (b) 3D image of segmented sample reconstructed
from x-ray data. (c) Example diffraction pattern from a single
acquisition. (d) Macroscopic load measured by the load cell and
volume-averaged grain stresses, described in the text.
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reaching a maximum after the peak load, decreasing during
unloading, and increasing again during reloading.
Interparticle force evolution.—Interparticle force vectors
obtained from the force inference are plotted on the grains
at six load steps in Fig. 3(a) [20]. Lines representing force
vector magnitudes and directions are centered at contact
points. These lines are scaled in length, width, and opacity
by the ratio of force magnitude to the maximum force
magnitude in all load steps. Grain surfaces are colored with
strain ellipsoids [9]. Grain opacity is scaled by the ratio of
grain vertical strain, ϵzz, to the maximum vertical strain of
all grains in all load steps.
Macroscopic loads at the top and bottom boundaries,
obtained through force inference, are shown in Fig. 3(c).
Forces obtained from the force inference consistently under-
predict unscaled values from the load cell and slightly
overpredict the σT stresses determined by volume averaging
of the grain stresses. Since the force inference uses only
grain locations, strains, and inferred contact vectors [14], the
source of the difference between the force inference and
diffraction data is likely a systematic bias in contact location
or strain measurement. The agreement in trend of all data
sets in Fig. 3(b) is, nevertheless, remarkable and suggests
accurate forces, possibly scaled by a measurement bias.
The evolution of interparticle forces in Fig. 3(a) indicates
the emergence of two force chains in the system as the load
is increased. These force chains are isolated in Fig. 3(b)
by plotting only those contact forces, and corresponding
grains, carrying at least twice the mean normal force
magnitude of the corresponding load step. One force chain
spans the system laterally and is evident in all load steps,
including during unloading, suggesting force “arching”
possibly produced during initial sample preparation.
Another force chain, more prominent at high loads, spans
the system from the top boundary to the bottom boundary
in the front left. Interestingly, the force chains evolve as a
function of macroscopic load and are seen to engage
different particles before and after unloading.
FIG. 2. Evolution of system responses with load step.
(a) Macroscopic force from the load cell. (b) Number of total
contacts in the system. (c) Stiffness from load cell data. Values at
steps 11, 16, and 21 were not computed due to device issues.
(a)
(b)
(c)
FIG. 3. (a) Force inference results at six load steps on a translucent rendering of grains colored by strain ellipsoids. (b) Force chains
found by plotting only forces whose normal magnitude exceeds twice the mean. Corresponding grains are also plotted with 30% opacity.
Floating grains occur where force chains diverge. (c) Comparison of vertical forces from various sources.
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We further quantify vertical force chain evolution by
computing the average spatial autocorrelation coefficient of
normal force magnitudes, similar to [1]. In particular, we
compute
RðrÞ ¼
 P
j½fðiÞn − fn½fðjÞn − fnﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃP
i½fðiÞn − fn2
P
j½fðjÞn − fn2
q

; ð1Þ
where r ¼ jxðiÞ − xðjÞj2 is thedistance betweencontacts i and
j, fðiÞn is the normal force magnitude at contact i, fn is the
mean normal forcemagnitude in the system for that load step,
and h…i indicates an average over all contacts i. For this
analysis of vertical force chains, both contacts i and j are
restricted to thosemeeting the condition that contact normals,
eðiÞ, are oriented vertically, contact pairs fall within a 30°
vertical cone fromone another, and contacts pairs arewithin a
distance r from one another. This condition is illustrated in
the inset to Fig. 4(a). RðrÞ shows minimal decrease with
increasing r, less than in [1] due to system size.We therefore
compute hRðrÞir, where h…ir indicates an average for all r,
and plot the standarddeviation as error bars.Results shown in
Fig. 4(a) illustrate that correlation betweenvertically oriented
forces increases with macroscopic load. This trend mirrors
the visual prominence of the vertical force chain in Fig. 3(a),
and can be interpreted as a quantitative signature of the
vertical force chain evolution. It is interesting to note that
correlation reaches a maximum at the same load step as
macroscopic stiffness, indicating that force chain evolution
may play a role in determining system stiffness. Correlation
coefficients computed for horizontal directions show almost
no trend with macroscopic load.
Interparticle force heterogeneity.—We observe normal
force magnitudes fn above the mean to follow an expo-
nential distribution, in agreement with past work [1]. The
distribution was constructed for each load step by binning
forces greater than the mean and dividing by the total
number of forces. Because of the small system size, a least-
squares fit of the form pðfnÞ ∝ eαfn=hfni has different slopes
α depending upon the bin width. Forces are, therefore,
fitted to this distribution with bins ranging from 0.15hfni to
0.75hfni in increments of 0.01hfni. The nominal values in
Fig. 4(b) are the means of α for all distributions and the
error bars represent the standard deviation. We did not fit a
cumulative distribution to avoid overfitting forces clustered
close to the mean.
Remarkably, Fig. 4(b) suggests that force heterogeneity
in the system decreases with increasing macroscopic load,
even as force chains become more readily evident in
Figs. 3(a), 3(b), and 4(a). More negative α implies a higher
proportion of forces clustered close to the mean rather than
spreading toward higher values. Figure 4(c) corroborates
this result in a novel way, by examining the Gini coefficient
for normal force magnitudes. The Gini coefficient,
often used to represent a nation’s income inequality,
describes the homogeneity of some quantity in a popula-
tion. AGini coefficient of unity indicates complete inequal-
ity; a value of 0 indicates perfect equality and homogeneity.
To calculate the Gini coefficient, we write the normal force
magnitudes at all contacts in the vector f n in nondecreasing
order (fni ≤ fniþ1) and compute
G ¼ 1
Nc

Nc þ 1 − 2
PNc
i¼1ðNc þ 1 − iÞfniPNc
i¼1 f
n
i

; ð2Þ
where Nc is the number of contacts. The systematic
decrease of the Gini coefficient with load suggests that
the forces become more homogeneous with macroscopic
load. Similar trends can be observed in data from [9].
Heterogeneity increases with unloading in Fig. 4(b) and to
a lesser extent in 4(c); however, homogeneity continues
increasing upon reloading. These findings suggest that
despite the emergence of force chains and their interpre-
tation as representing increased heterogeneity [1], some
aspect of the granular medium’s force response actually
becomes more homogeneous with load. The different
behaviors of α and the Gini coefficient during unloading
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
FIG. 4. (a) Average spatial autocorrelation coefficient hRðrÞir
for forces aligned vertically as illustrated in the inset. (b) Slope of
fit to exponential decay of normal force magnitudes. (c) Gini
coefficient computed using all normal force magnitudes in the
system. (d) Engaged friction coefficient for grain-grain contacts
and grain-boundary contacts. Dashed lines correspond to maxi-
mum and minimum loads.
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suggest that these separate metrics may be sensitive to
different characteristics of the force network.
Contact friction and the weak-strong network.—A
salient feature of the method described in this Letter,
compared to others (e.g., [5,6]), is the ability to infer force
vectors at frictional contacts in 3D granular materials.
Average “engaged” friction at grain-grain and grain-
boundary contacts, computed by averaging the ratio of
shear to normal force magnitudes at each contact point, is
shown in Fig. 4(d). We observe interparticle friction to be
very large in the present system, attaining a minimum value
close to 0.52 around load step 16, slightly after the peak
load and coincident with peak stiffness. Engaged friction
increases to maximum values near 0.58 at low load. The
large values of engaged friction are likely a consequence of
the system size: the small system prevents particles from
moving past one another, increasing friction that may
otherwise be relieved by motion.
The inferred interparticle forces demonstrate a division
into strong and weak networks in proportions agreeing with
past work [21], with approximately 38% of force magni-
tudes falling above the mean and 62% falling below the
mean at all load steps. This so-called bimodal character of
forces has not yet been measured in such a small system,
providing new experimental evidence of a phenomenon
frequently studied numerically.
Conclusion.—This Letter presents the first known
experiment allowing in situ interparticle force inference
in opaque, 3D, frictional, stiff granular materials. This work
is made possible by recent advances in 3DXRD, x-ray
tomography, and quantitative force inference techniques.
Future experiments employing these techniques may be
able to provide similar data using 103 or more grains. A
surprising inverse relationship between force heterogeneity
and macroscopic load is observed from this experiment,
despite the clear emergence of system-spanning force
chains. Spatial autocorrelation of forces across load steps
also suggests that the strongest force chains emerge at peak
stiffness, during sample unloading. These findings suggest
that the present understanding of force chains and their role
in the mechanical properties of granular media remains
incomplete. Furthermore, these findings imply that widely
used metrics such as probability distributions, autocorre-
lation coefficients, and strong-weak divisions do not
capture all of the important characteristics of the force
network. Further experiments employing quantitative force
inference in 3D, frictional, stiff granular media are needed
to further explore force chain behavior. We expect that the
present techniques may also aid in calibrating numerical
models of complex particle-scale processes such as force
chain buckling and grain fracture.
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